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Introduction
We consider cross-over designs, often referred to as repeated measurements designs, with more than two treatments, where the within-block errors are assumed correlated with a known but arbitrary correlation structure. It is assumed for a design d that the measurement y dup on unit (or subject) u at period p satisfies −1 is the carry-over effect of the treatment received in the preceding period, α p and β u are the effects of the p-th period and the u-th unit respectively, and the e u n p k up , , 1 1 ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤ are the errors, which have expectation 0.
We assume that the errors between different units are uncorrelated, while the errors within each unit are correlated, all with the same known correlation structure, such that the covariance matrix of the errors within one unit equals σ²S, where S is a known (k × k) matrix while σ² maybe unknown. We are looking for a design d which is optimal for the weighted least squares estimate, using S, of direct treatment contrasts, for given numbers of treatments t, periods k and units n.
It has been a long-standing theoretical problem to find optimal designs when there are carry-over effects. The additional treatment parameters make it impossible in general to consider the information matrix for the direct effects. Some restricted solutions to the problem are discussed in §2. In this note we are able to use a new result of Kushner (1997) to find, when t≥k, binary designs which are optimal over a much wider class of designs.
Optimality of binary designs
In 
where T d is the (nk × t) treatment design matrix, F d is the (nk × t) carry-over design matrix, ⊗ is the Kronecker product, I n is the n x n identity matrix and 1 n is the nvector of ones. The model assumes for the covariance-matrix of the errors that
As in Kunert (1991, formula (2)), the information matrix of a repeated measurements
where for any a x b matrix M, we define ω To show a design is universally optimal, we use Kiefer's (1975) Kiefer (1975) .
As in Kunert (1991) , it is easy to show that [ ]
where A≤B means B-A is non-negative definite. Equality holds for any design which is uniform on the periods, i.e. where each treatment appears equally often in each period.
HereC d is the information matrix in the model which leaves out α and replaces F d by
bound of the information matrix can be written as~~~C
12 , where ( )
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It is easy to come up with a candidate for an optimal design. It was shown by Martin 
(iv) upper bounds for C d 22 are used (see e.g. Kunert, 1984) .
None of these approaches are useful for the present situation: with correlated errors the set of all designs with the same C d 22 is very small, we have more than two treatments and more than two periods, and there is no upper bound for C d 22 which is really useful.
However, Kushner (1997, Lemma 5 .1) introduced a new general bound for tr C d which is given by (2), unless
In what follows we maximize the bound in (2), and show that d* attains the maximum. To do this we restrict to the case t k ≥ and to binary designs, i.e. designs for which each unit receives each treatment at most once. Note that the type I orthogonal array d* is a binary design.
Each of the C dij can be written as (see, e.g. Kunert, 1991) ,
where e.g. 
It follows that for any binary design and for any unit u, we have Note that this holds for any (known) correlation structure S.
Discussion
Although, under the stated conditions, we have obtained an optimal binary design for the model (1), Kushner (1997) has shown that using mixtures of sequences, some of which are non-binary, may be more efficient. However, the optimality of the binary design is important because binary designs are widely used and are acceptable to practitioners, and because the binary designs are optimal if the carry-over effects are absent and the errors are uncorrelated.
The above result can be generalized easily to other cross-over models and situations.
Some examples are: if single within-unit differencing is necessary for stationarity, and in the circular case when there is a preperiod.
